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In this paper we explore the energetic control of sequential and superexchange electron transfer~ET!
mechanisms on the basis of quantum-mechanical simulations and calculations for long-range ET in
DBA systems, where the donor~D! and the acceptor~A! are separated by a bridge~B!. We studied
ET dynamics in a Franck–Condon~FC! system characterized by three multi-dimensional displaced
harmonic potential surfaces, where an initial single vibronic doorway stateua& ~with energyEa! in
the DBA ~[D! electronic state is coupled to the mediating$ub&% vibronic quasicontinuum of the
D1B2A ~[B! electronic state, which in turn is coupled to the final$ug&% vibronic quasicontinuum of
the D1BA2 ~[A! electronic state. The level structure was described by the vibrational frequencies
~for a four-mode harmonic system! and the energy gapsDGDB andDGDA between the origins of the
corresponding electronic states~with na51 – 50,nb51000– 2000, andng51000– 2000 states in the
$ua&%, $ub&%, and$ug&% manifolds, respectively!, while the couplings were characterized by the spectral
densities and by the pair correlations~specified in terms of correlation parametershaa8 andhbb8!
between states belonging to the same manifold. The correlation parametershaa8 ~a,a851–40! for
the doorway-quasicontinuum coupling andhbb8 ~b,b85150–190! for the interquasicontinuum
coupling are considerably lower than unity~uhaa8u<0.4 anduhbb8u<0.3!, obeying propensity rules
with the highest values ofuhaa8u and uhbb8u which correspond to a single vibrational quantum
difference, while for multimode changes betweena anda8 or betweenb andb8 very low values of
uhaa8u or uhbb8u are exhibited. Radiationless transitions theory was applied for quantum-mechanical
simulations based on the dynamcis of wave packets of molecular eigenstates for resonance
(DGDB,Ea) and for off-resonance (DGDB.Ea) coupling. Resonanceua&–$ub&%–$ug&% coupling
results in two-step sequential ET kinetics for all doorway statesua&, manifesting phase erosion due
to weakly correlated intercontinuum coupling, without the need of intermediate state phonon
induced thermalization. Off-resonanceua&–$ub&% coupling in conjunction with$ub&%–$ug&% resonance
interactions results in unistep superexchange ET kinetics. The simulated sequential ET rates and the
superexchange rate are in good agreement with the calculated quantum-mechanical rates obtained
using the electronic couplings and FC densities. The energy-gap (DGDB) dependence of the
simulated and the calculated ET rates from a single doorway state reveal a ‘‘transition’’ from
sequential to superexchange ET with increasingDGDB . For a finite-temperature system,
characterized by a fixedDGDB ~.0! small energy gap, the thermally averaged rate from a canonical
ensemble of doorway states will result in the superposition of both superexchange and sequential
mechanisms. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01633-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transfer~ET! reactions are ubiquitous in phys
ics, chemistry, and biology.1–3 Long-range ET in chemica
and biophysical systems, where the donor~D!–acceptor~A!
distance considerably exceeds the spatial extension of bo
and of A, is broadly encountered, being central in the con
of structural, energetic, electronic, and medium control
ET.4 Such long-range ET involves the mediation of the no
radiative process by molecular bridges~B!, which control the
process via multilevel~electronic and/or vibronic! coupling.
The nature of bridges for ET in multicenter systems falls in
several categories:

~1! Medium bridging. The solvent or the condensed m
dium spatially intervening between D and A can modify t
electronic coupling for ET.5

~2! Covalently bound bridges~B! in synthetic DBA su-
permolecules. ET can be induced by a thermal attachmen
a solvated electronesolvated to the donor, i.e., DBA
5154 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (13), 1 October 1997 0021-9606/97
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1esolvated→D2BA→DBA2.6 In a variety of synthetic DBA
organic or inorganic molecules ET can be triggered by lo
electronic-vibrational excitation followed by forwar

electron transfer and back recombination7–19 DBA→
hn

D*BA
→D1BA2→DBA. These ET processes do not involve
D1B2A chemical intermediate. A qualitatively different pro
cess in some synthetic supermolecules involves
formation of the D1B2A chemical intermediate
D*BA→D1B2A→D1BA2, where DBA is sometimes de
noted as DA1A2.

20 This mechanism was realized in th
porphyrin-quinone~1!–quinone~2! triad @quinone~1![ben-
zoquinone and quinone~2![trichlorobenzoquinone#.20

~3! Protein bridging in biological systems. These i
volve multicenter redox metalloenzymes, e.g., blue cop
oxidazes,21,22 cytochrome-c oxidazes,23,24 nitrogenase,25 and
small metalloproteins modified by attachment of electron
changing groups to particular surface sites, e.g., cy
chromes, blue-copper, and other proteins.26–30
/107(13)/5154/17/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5155M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
~4! DNA bridging. DNA doped by Ru12–Ru13 ions
may act as a bridge for ET.31,32

~5! Prosthetic groups bridging in membrane proteins.3,33

In the photosynthetic reaction centers~RCs! of bacteria and
green plants the primary process of conversion of solar
ergy into chemical energy proceeds via a sequence of
organized, highly efficient, directional and specific ET pr
cesses between prosthetic groups embedded in the mem
protein medium. In the native bacterial photosynthetic R
the primary charge separation proceeds via34,35

1P*BH→P1B2H→P1BH2 ~here P, B, and H denote th
bacteriochlorophyl dimer, the accessory bacteriochlorop
and the bacteriopheophytin, respectively!, where B consti-
tutes a bridge for primary ET via a genuine B2 intermediate.
Site mutagenesis36–38 of the RC can either preserve th
mechanism for a variety of single-site mutants,35 while in
some other mutants, i.e., tyrosine M 201→tryptophane39 and
the triple-site H bonded mutant35 an alternative unistep
bridging mechanism without the involvement of B2 will be
exhibited at low temperatures, i.e.,1P*BH→P1BH2. Fur-
thermore, chemical modification of the RC, by the subst
tion of B, can alter the ET mechanism. A dramatic exam
involves theB→3-vinyl-132-OH-bacteriochlorophyl chemi
cally substituted RC, where the unistep reaction mechan
without involvement of B2 dominates at low temperatures.40

~6! Bridging by specific amino acid residues in mem
brane proteins. A well established case involves the role
the tryptophane M251 residue, which lies close to
quinone ~Q! in the bacterial RCs ofR.sphaeroidesand
Rp.viridis in bridging the quinone unistep reductio
process41 P1BH2~YM251!Q→P1BH~YM251!Q2. The Q
reduction is dramatically retarded by site mutation of try
tophan by an aliphatic amino acid residue.41

The generality of bridging for long-range ET implie
that multicenter ET can occur via two limiting mechanism

A. Sequential ET

DBA→
kDB

D1B2A→
kAB
Q

kBA

D1BA2. ~1.1!

The nonadiabatic coupling inducing sequential ET involv
resonance coupling between the relevant~quasidegenerate!
vibronic levels of DBA ~$ua&% manifold with energiesEa!
with D1B2A and of the vibronic levels of D1B2A with
D1BA2 ~Fig. 1!. Furthermore, the density of vibronic stat
in the D1B2A and D1BA2 manifolds at energies quaside
generate withua& has to be sufficiently large to insure irre
versible relaxation. For sequential ET a genuine chem
intermediate, Eq.~1.1!, is realized.

B. Superexchange mediated ET

DBA →
kSUPER

D1BA2. ~1.2!

The nonadiabatic coupling inducing superexchange medi
ET7,42 involves off-resonance coupling between the relev
vibronic levels of DBA and D1BA2 ~Fig. 1!, with the den-
sity of states in the D1BA2 manifold quasidegenerate wit
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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the doorway state being sufficiently large to insure irreve
ible relaxation~Fig. 1!. For the unistep superexchange me
ated ET no chemical intermediate is realized.

The basic difference between sequential and supe
change mediated ET involves chemical mediation in
former case and physical mediation in the latter case. Re
nance coupling, needed for sequential ET, exists under
condition DGDB,Ea , whereas the condition for off-
resonance coupling and superexchange ET isDGDB.Ea

~whereDGDB is the energy gap between the electronic o
gins of D1B2A and the DBA manifolds!. Obviously, for the
coupling and decay of the electronic origin~ua&5u0& and
Ea50! of the DBA manifold, the sequential process occu
for DGDB,0, while the superexchange process prevails
DGDB.0.

The energetic control of the nature of coupling and
laxation is of considerable interest in the context of the o
timization of ET and some of its inherent applications, e.
electron transport through wires in molecular electronic43

and the mechanism of primary charge separation
photosynthesis.3,33 On the theoretical front, extensive studie
have been performed for the superexchange mechan
(DGDB@0) with the electronic interactions being dete
mined by pathway and bond counting~‘‘through-bond’’!
schemes.44 Of considerable current interest is the transiti
from the superexchange to the sequential mechanism, w
can be realized by changing the energy gapDGDB from

FIG. 1. Vibronic level structure and coupling scheme for ET in a thre
electronic state DBA, D1B2A, and D1BA2 system. The doorway state
DBAua& ~energiesEa! are in resonance with the final$D1BA2ug&% quasi-
continuum for allEa . For DGDB,0 @case~b!# the coupling of the doorway
states DBAua& with the mediating quasicontinuum$D1B2Aub&% is in reso-
nance ~labeled: ‘‘Sequential’’! for all Ea . For DGDB.0 @case ~a!# the
DBAua&–$D1B2Aub&% coupling is in off-resonance~labeled: ‘‘Superex-
change’’!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5156 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
DGDB@0 to DGDB,0 ~Fig. 1!. Kharkats, Kuznetsov, and
Ulstrup45 considered three-level ET addressing dynamica
populated intermediate states, nuclear dynamics, and in
mediate state vibrational relaxation. Schemes for the tr
ment of dissipative three-state systems were proposed
Mak et al.,46 Josephet al.,47 and Toddet al.48 Mukamel and
his colleagues49 considered the interplay between sequen
and superexchange ET using a density matrix formali
with the sequential mechanism proceeding via the popula
of the diagonal matrix elements, while superexchange
volves the off-diagonal matrix elements~electronic coher-
ence contributions!. Mukamelet al.49 have drawn an analog
between the superexchange and sequential ET and the
sition from ~coherent! near-resonance Raman scattering a
~incoherent! resonance fluorescence. Subsequently, Sumi
Kakitani50 have adopted the formalism of Toyozawaet al.51

for resonance Raman scattering to treat ET via a bridg
terms of opposite limits of a single process. They claim t
in the case of resonance coupling the sequential proces
quires rapid~phonon-induced! thermalization in the interme
diate D1B2A manifold, while the superexchange mechanis
is also realized for resonance coupling in the limit of slo
medium induced thermalization.50 These conclusions drast
cally differ from our distinction between resonance coupli
for sequential ET and off-resonance coupling for super
change mediated ET~Fig. 1! advanced herein. The defin
tions of the sequential and the superexchange mechan
are different. We characterize the sequential two-step me
nism as involving a genuine chemical intermediate D1B2A
vibronic manifold, which is either thermally equilibrated o
not, while the superexchange unistep mechanism does
involve the population of the D1B2A manifold, with the
dynamics being solely determined by the time evolution
the initial DBA and of the final D1B2A manifolds. On the
other hand, Sumi and Kakitani50 characterize the sequenti
mechanism by vibrational equilibration in the mediati
D1B2A manifold, while their superexchange mechanism
defined in terms of nonthermalization of the D1B2A mani-
fold. Thus for resonance DBA–D1B2A coupling in the limit
of slow phonon thermalization in the D1B2A manifold,
when the vibrationally excited vibronic states of D1B2A are
involved in the ET dynamics, Sumi and Kakitani50 do main-
tain that the physical situation of superexchange preva
while our definition encompasses this situation as seque
ET. Our distinction between the sequential and the supe
change mechanisms rests on the experimentally observ
population of the mediating D1B2A vibronic manifold
which can be interrogated in real life.

From the point of view of general methodology, th
analogy between the ET dynamics and the second-order
tical processes49,50 is incomplete, as the ‘‘smooth’’ radiative
coupling interactions are quantitatively different from t
nonradiative Franck–Condon coupling between vibro
continua. The nonradiative coupling between the Franc
Condon quasicontinua are weakly correlated,52 providing the
basis for a sequential decay of a single vibronic level,
~1.1!, in the limit of resonance coupling. This physical sit
ation of weakly correlated coupling to a quasicontinuum52
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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and between quasicontinua is reminiscent of the random c
pling models advanced in the theory of interstate and in
state molecular dynamics53 and for the loss of intramolecula
coherence in high-order multiphoton excitation and dissoc
tion of polyatomic molecules.54 In the nonradiative random
coupling model for the level scheme of Fig. 1~b! ~the reso-
nance coupling situation! the sequential kinetic scheme
applicable with the random coupling providing an intern
source of dephasing~memory loss! so that extra thermaliza
tion processes are not necessary.

The implications of the coupling to the~intramolecular
or medium! vibrational quasicontinuum is central for ET an
for other condensed phase nonadiabatic dynamics proce
and will be analyzed in this paper in the context of sequen
ET via bridges. We shall address the following issues:

~1! Exploring the decay dynamics of a single vibron
level in the DBA manifold into two coupled Franck–Condo
quasicontinua D1B2A and D1BA2 under resonance and off
resonance coupling conditions.

~2! Establishing the prevalence of the sequential de
for resonance coupling in a three-state Franck–Condon
tem without invoking thermalization processes in the int
mediate state.

~3! Quantifying the microscopic ET rates from a sing
vibronic level which correspond to sequential and super
change rates for resonance and for off-resonance coup
respectively, by the corresponding quantum expressions

~4! Determining the energetic control of single-lev
ET. For ET from a single vibronic level, e.g., the electron
origin of the DBA manifold, a change from sequential E
(DGDB,0) to superexchange ET (DGDB.0) will be exhib-
ited with increasingDGDB . For small fixed energy gap
~i.e., DGDB being comparable to characteristic vibration
frequencies! a transition from a single vibronic level (Ea

,DGDB) superexchange to a single vibronic level (Ea

.DGDB) sequential ET will be realized atEa>DGDB ~see
Fig. 1!.

II. ELECTRON TRANSFER DYNAMICS IN A
FRANCK–CONDON SYSTEM WITH TWO
QUASICONTINUA

We consider the dynamics in the three vibronic ma
folds, which correspond to the electronic states DBA~[D!,
D1B2A~[B), and D1BA2~[A) ~Fig. 1!. The DBA mani-
fold of initial doorway states and the two D1B2A and
D1BA2 quasicontinua constitutes harmonic vibronic stat
which will be referred to as a Franck–Condon system. T
interaction between an initial doorway state in the DB
manifold and the D1B2A quasicontinuum can be either o
resonance (DGDB,0) or of off-resonance (DGDB.0) char-
acter. In the case of resonance interaction, the nature o
coupling between the two quasicontinua, which is charac
ized by weak correlations, will determine the two-step s
quential mechanism. On the other hand, for the case of
resonance coupling, a single-step superexchange mecha
will result. In what follows we shall utilize the theory o
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5157M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
radiationless processes in large molecules and in the
densed phase55 to explore the ET dynamics in the three ele
tronic states system.

The level structure, coupling, and dynamics of the mo
system considered herein consists of distinct electronic m
folds, which correspond to three electronic states~Fig. 1!: ~i!
The initial doorway vibronic statesua& in the DBA electronic
state~energyEa!, which can be populated by photoselecti
optical excitation, or can be thermally populated. We sh
consider the coupling of a singleua& state to the quasicon
tinua. ~ii ! The mediating vibronic quasicontinuum$ub&% of
the D1B2A electronic state with energiesEb . The ua&–$ub&%
coupling can correspond either to the resonance or to
off-resonance situation.~iii ! The final vibronic quasicon-
tinuum $ug&% of the D1BA2 electronic states with energie
Eg . The interquasicontinuum$ub&%–$ug&% coupling is sub-
stantial, while theua&–$ug&% coupling is negligible.

The Hamiltonian of the system is

H5(
a

ua&Ea^au1(
b

ub&~Eb1DGDB!^bu

1(
g

ug&~Eg1DGDA!^gu

1F(
a

(
b

ua&Vab^bu1ccG
1F(

b
(
g

ub&Vbg^gu1ccG , ~2.1!

where Vab5^auHub& and Vbg5^buHug& are the coupling
matrix elements between the vibronic states. Note that in
~2.1! we consider, in principle, the entire system, witho
decomposition into the ‘‘relevant’’ system and a ‘‘bath.’’

The zero-order vibronic states are characterized by
doorway statesua&5fDxa , and the two quasicontinu
states$ub&%5$fBxb% and $ug&%5$fAxg%, wherefD , fB ,
andfA denote electronic wave functions of the three sta
respectively, whilexa , xb , andxg denote the nuclear wav
functions. The coupling terms in Eq.~2.1! are

Vab5VDBf ~a;b!,
~2.2!

Vbg5VBAf ~b;g!,

where VDB and VBA ~with D[DBA; B[D1B2A;
A[D1BA2! denote the electronic couplings~within the
framework of the Condon approximation!, while f (a;b) and
f (b;g) are the vibrational overlap integrals

f ~a;b!5^xauxb&,
~2.3!

f ~b;g!5^xbuxg&.

We shall now utilize the theory of radiationless tran
tions in large molecules and in the condensed phase to
plore ET dynamics in this three-electronic states system.
is common in quantum mechanical treatments of kine
schemes54,55 the initial condition is taken to be a single~non-
stationary! doorway state, i.e.,C(0)5uā&, which will be
expressed in terms of a wave packet of molecular eigens
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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$u j &% of the Hamiltonian. The time evolution of the wav
packet of molecular eigenstates contains the relevant in
mation about the time-dependent population probabilities
the doorway state and of the two distinct quasicontinua.

In what follows we explicitly consider the entire leve
structure of the system. The molecular eigenstates are g
by

u j &5(
a

aa
~ j !ua&1(

b
bb

~ j !ub&1(
g

cg
~ j !ug&. ~2.4!

The coefficients in Eq.~2.4! provide the unitary transforma
tion U< H< U< 15E< , which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian, Eq
~2.1!, whereU j a5aa

( j ) , U j b5bb
( j ) , andU j g5cg

( j ) . The en-
ergiesEj of the molecular eigenstates constitute the diago
matrix elements ofE< . The zero-order vibronic states can b
reconstructed from the molecular eigenstates

um&5(
j

~U1!m ju j &

~~U1!m j5aa
~ j ! for m5a, ~U1!m j5bb

~ j ! for m5b,

and ~U1!m j5cg
~ j ! for m5g). ~2.5!

The initial state of the systemC(0)5uā& is expressed in the
form

C~0!5(
j

aā
~ j !u j &. ~2.6!

Equation ~2.6! provides a wave packet of molecula
eigenstates,55 whose time evolution is

C~ t !5(
j

aā
~ j !u j &exp~2 iE j t/\!. ~2.7!

We can now use Eq.~2.7! to obtain explicit expressions fo
the population probabilities. The population probabiliti
PD(t), PB(t), andPA(t) of the reactant DBA states, of th
mediating D1B2A quasicontinuum and of the final D1BA2

quasicontinuum, respectively, are given by

PD~ t !5(
a

u^auC~ t !&u25(
a

U(
j

aā
~ j !~ t !aa

~ j !

3 exp~2 iE j t/\!U2

,

PB~ t !5(
b

u^buC~ t !&u25(
b

U(
j

aā
~ j !~ t !bb

~ j !

3 exp~2 iE j t/\!U2

, ~2.8!

PA~ t !5(
g

u^guC~ t !&u25(
g

U(
j

aā
~ j !~ t !cg

~ j !

3 exp~2 iE j t/\!U2

.

No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5158 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
We now proceed to characterize the initial manifolds$ua&%
and the two quasicontinua$ub&% and $ug&%, as well as the
couplingsVab andVbg , Eq. ~2.2!, within the framework of
the harmonic model.

The Franck–Condon system is characterized by
doorway states$ua&% of a harmonic potential surfaceUD(q),
coupled to the mediating$ub&% states of the potential surfac
UB(q), which are in turn coupled to the final states$ug&% of
the potential surfaceUA(q). The level structure and the cou
plings will be described by the three multidimensional d
placed nuclear potential surfacesUD(q), UB(q), and
UA(q), which are characterized by the same frequenc
The relevantn vibrational modes are characterized by t
coordinatesq[$q1 ,q2 ,...,qn%, massesm 5 $m1 ,m2 ,...,
mn%, and frequenciesv5(v1 ,v2 ,...,vn%. The displace-
ments of the equilibrium positions between the minima
the potential surfacesI 5D or B and J5B or A are DqIJ

[$Dq1
IJ ,Dq2

IJ ,...,Dqn
IJ%. It will be useful to define the re-

duced displacementsD IJ5$D1
IJ ,D2

IJ ,...,Dn
IJ%, where Dk

IJ

5Dqk
IJ/(2\/vkmk)

1/2. The reorganization energy betwee
the I andJ states is

l IJ5SIJ
–v, ~2.9!

where SIJ5$S1
IJ ,S2

IJ ,...,Sn
IJ% and Sk

IJ5uDk
IJu2. The energy

gaps between the minima of the potential surfacesUI(q) and
UJ(q) are denoted byDGIJ . The three classes of vibroni
states will be specified in terms of the occupation number
the vibrational modes, i.e.,ua&[$a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,...,an%, ub&
[$b1 ,b2 ,...,bn%, and ug&[$g1 ,g2 ,...,gn%. The single-
mode vibrational overlap between thei k state~i 5a or b!
and the finalf k state~f 5b or g! of the modek is

f ~ i k ; f k!5exp~2D2/2!~ i ! f ! !

3 (
r 50

min~ i , f !
~21! i 1 f 2rD i 1 f 22r

r ! ~ i 2r !! ~ f 2r !!
, ~2.10!

where on the rhs of Eq.~2.10! we abbreviateD5Dk , i
5 i k , and f 5 f k . The Franck–Condon vibrational overla
integrals, Eq.~2.3!, are

f ~a;b!5)
k51

n

f ~ak ;bk!,

~2.11!

f ~b;g!5)
k51

n

f ~bk ;gk!.

Finally, we have to specify the magnitudes of the electro
coupling termsVDB andVBA . Equation~2.8!, together with
Eqs.~2.1!, ~2.2!, ~2.10!, and~2.11!, provides the entire infor-
mation on the coupling and dynamics.

Of some interest are the scaling properties and the e
getic and dynamic attributes. We introduce a scaling par
eter s. Keeping the reduced displacementsD IJ fixed, the
scaled parameterssv, sl IJ , sDEIJ , and sVIJ will yield
invariant results for the spectral density. With these sca
parameters the time scales ast/s.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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III. COUPLINGS, CORRELATIONS, AND SPECTRAL
DENSITIES

We have performed numerical model calculations for
level structure, coupling, and dynamics in a four-mode h
monic model withv/cm215$117 75 35 27% of the three
displaced potential surfaces. For the vibronic coupling
tween the mediating and the final state we tookSBA

5$1.1 2 3 3% andDBA5$1.05 1.41 1.73 1.73%, the cor-
responding value of the reorganization energy, Eq.~2.9!, is
lBA5SBAv15464.7 cm21. The relation between the reor
ganization energylBA and the other two reorganization en
ergies was chosen aslBA5lDB and lDA52lDB . This
choice of parameters allows for a nonunique choice of
reduced displacement vectorsDDB andDBA . Constructing a
vector DIJ with the componentsDk

IJ(vk)
1/2 we have l IJ

5DIJDIJ
1 ~I 5D or B; J5A or B! and lDA5(DDB2DBA)

• (DDB 2 DBA)1. Equation~2.9! then results in the two
equationsDDBDBA

1 50 andlBA5lDB5DDB•DDB
1 . As lBA

and DBA were fixed, the vectorDDB was found by taking
~arbitrarily! two of its elements and then obtainin
the other two elements from the solution of the two equ
tions given above. Such a solution isDDA5$20.88 1.49
22.03 1.54%. The reorganization energies arelDB5lBA

5464.7 cm21 andlDA5929.4 cm21.
The initial doorway state is in most cases the grou

vibrational state (uā&5u0&) of DBA located atE050. The
$ua&u% doorway manifold is taken to containna51 – 50
state~s!. The electronic origin of the final$ug&% manifold is
characterized byDGDA52450 cm21 and it containsng

51000– 2000 states~up to excess vibrational energy in th
D1BA2 manifold of 545– 671 cm21, i.e., 95– 221 cm21

above the electronic origin (uā&5u0&) of the doorway state!.
The mediating vibronic manifold$ub&% is characterized by the
energy gapDGDB ~which will be varied in the range
DGDB52450– 450 cm21! and it includesnb51000– 2000
vibronic states ~up to excess vibrational energy in th
D1B2A manifold of 671 cm21, i.e., 221 cm21 above the
electronic origin of the (uā&5u0&) doorway state!. The vi-
bronic couplings were calculated from Eqs.~2.2!, ~2.3!,
~2.10!, and ~2.11!. Making contact with the conventiona
classification of couplings in ET~although we note that in
the present case we consider single-state dynamics invol
nuclear tunneling from the doorway state! the following situ-
ations are of interest.~1! Resonance DBA–D1B2A coupling
~DGDB52450 cm21 to 0!. In this case2DGDB<lDB , so
that the DBA–$D1B2A% dynamics corresponds to a trans
tion from the activationless situation (2DGDB>lDB) to the
normal ET region.~2! Off-resonance DBA–D1B2A cou-
pling (DGDB50 – 450 cm21). This is the case of the medi
ated DBA–$D1BA2% dynamics, and as2DGDA,lDA it
corresponds to the ‘‘normal’’ ET situation. Finally, the ele
tronic couplings were taken asVDB535 cm21 and VBA

525 cm21 for the DBA–D1B2A resonance coupling and
VBD5100– 200 cm21 and VBA 5 200– 300 cm21 for the
off-resonance case. These electronic couplings were ch
to give ET dynamics on the ultrafast time scale 300–4000
The choice of the energy parameters was guided by the
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5159M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
lowing considerations:~1! The attainment of vibrational qua
sicontinua, i.e.,DGIJ@v i for all vibrational frequencies.~2!
The realization of the strong coupling situation, i.
^Vab

2 &1/2rb.1, ^Vbg
2 &1/2rg.1 for the resonance couplin

and

K S VabVbg

DE D 2L 1/2

rg.1

for the off-resonance interactions. Hererb and rg are the
densities of states of the$ub&% and$ug&% manifolds, whileDE
is a mean energy denominator for superexchange inte
tions. Under these circumstances the statistical limit for
tramolecular or condensed phase dynamics is realized
time scalest;\@2p^Vab

2 &rb#21 for resonance coupling.~3!
Negligible edge effects for the coupling of the doorway st
to a quasicontinuum or for the coupling between the qu
continua. This extensive input information will now be u
lized to explore the characteristics of the couplings with
the three-electronic states system.

An important feature of the coupling between the init
manifold $ua&% with the $ub&% quasicontinuum and of the
$ub&%–$ug&% interquasicontinua coupling involves the corre
tionshaa8 ~for different ua& andua8&! or hbb8 ~for distinct ub&
and ub8& states!, which are quantified by

haa85^VabVba8&/@^Vab
2 &^Vba8

2 &#1/2,
~3.1!

hbb85^VbgVgb8&/@^Vbg
2 &^Vgb8

2 &#1/2,

where ^ & denotes the average over the energy rangedE,
where the density of states isr, i.e.,

^VabVba8&5~rbdE!21(
b

VabVba8,

~3.2!
Ea,Ea8PdE.

The energy rangedE has to span the relevant$ub&% states
which contribute to interference betweenua& andua8&.56,57An
expression analogous to Eq.~3.2! is given for ^VbgVgb8&.
Numerical calculations were performed forhaa8 with a and
a8 in the vicinity of the electronic origin of DBA, i.e., for
a,a851–40~wherea51 denoted the electronic origin!. Con-
currently, numerical calculations ofhbb8 for the $ub&%–$ug&%
interquasicontinua coupling were performed in the vicin
of the doorway state, i.e.,b,b85150–190. The correlation
parametersuhaa8u for the pairsa anda8 of doorway states in
the vicinity of the electronic origin of the DBA manifold
@Fig. 2~a!# are considerably lower than unity, with the hig
est values of the correlation parameters falling in the ra
uhaa8u50.5– 0.2. The small number of relatively high valu
of uhaa8u corresponds to members of a vibrational progr
sion with a and a8 differing only by a single vibrationa
quantum number, while for multimode changes betweea
anda8 very low values ofuhaa8u are exhibited.52~a! The pro-
pensity rules52~b! for coupling to a Franck–Condon quasico
tinuum imply the existence of weak, but finite, correlatio
uhaa8u for the $ua&%–$ub&% coupling in the vicinity of the elec-
tronic origin of the doorway states manifold$ua&%. In this
low-energy domain the level structure in the$ua&% manifold is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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sparse, i.e., the nonradiative widths of the resonances
small relative to their spacing. Accordingly, interference e
fects in the nonradiative decay of a singleua& doorway state
will be negligible andPD(t), Eq. ~2.8!, is expected to be
well described in terms of the golden rule. The situation
qualitatively similar for the interquasicontinua$ub&%–$ug&%
coupling. The correlation parametershbb8 @Fig. 2~b!# are
lower, i.e., uhbb8u<0.2– 0.3, in accord with the propensity

FIG. 2. Absolute values of the correlation parametersuhaa8u and uhbb8u
between the doorway statesa,a8 and between the quasicontinuum state
b,b8. Data for a four-mode Franck–Condon system~Sec. III! with the cou-
pling parameterslDB5460 cm21 andlBA5465 cm21. The energy gaps are
DGDB52300 andDGDA52600 cm21. ~a! uhaa8u. The energy range is
200 cm21<Eb<550 cm21, containingN 5 40 states~in the rangea51–
40! and 1560 values ofuhaa8u. The electronic origin of the$ua&% manifold is
denoted asua&5u0&. ~b! uhbb8u. The energy range is 500 cm21<Eg

<700 cm21, containingN 5 40 states~in the rangeb5150–190! and 1560
values ofuhbb8u.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5160 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
rules. These smalluhbb8u correlations imply that the inter
quasicontinua$ub&%–$ug&% couplings approach the rando
coupling situation~i.e., hbb850 for all b, b8!.54 The dy-
namic implications of this nearly random coupling are
considerable importance implying the occurrance of sequ
tial time evolution.

To characterize the coupling in the Franck–Condon q
sicontinuum we consider first theua&–$ub&% coupling for dif-
ferent doorway states. The Franck–Condon density for
individual ua& state is

FD~a!5(
b

u f ~a;b!u2d~Ea2Eb!, ~3.3!

whereu f (a;b)u2 are the Franck–Condon factors, express
in terms of the vibrational overlap integrals, Eq.~2.11!. For
coupling to the$ub&% quasicontinuum FD~a! is expressed in
the form

FD~a!5~dE!21(
$b%

u f ~a;b!u2, ~3.4!

where the discrete sum is taken over the states$b% within an
energy rangedE around the energy of the doorway stateua&.
In what follows we shall present some numerical data for
Franck–Condon densities FD~a!, Eq. ~3.4!, for the lower
doorway statea50, coarse grained overdE. For the lowest
doorway statea50 ~Fig. 3!, the density FD~0! is Poissonian
of the form exp(2l)ln/n! wheren>Ev /\^v&, with Ev be-
ing the excess vibrational frequency. The FD~0! distribution
peaks atEv>lDB5430 cm21, while for higherua& states the
spread of FD~a! occurs over a largerEv range. The Franck–
Condon densities FD~b! for individual ub& states for the
$ub&%–$ug&% coupling exhibit a spread over a broadEv do-
main, reflecting the features of the intercontinua coupling
view of the small correlation parametershbb8 for the $ub&%–
$ug&% coupling @Fig. 2~b!# these~diagonal! spectral densities
are expected to dominate the intercontinuum dynamics.

IV. MODEL SIMULATIONS FOR ET DYNAMICS

We shall now proceed to explore the dynamics in
three electronic states DBA, D1B2A, and D1BA2 system,
describing the potential surfaces in terms of a four-mo
harmonic model advanced in Sec. III. The molecular eig
states$u j &%, Eq.~2.4!, their energies$Ej% and the coefficients
$aa

( j )%, $bb
( j )%, and$cg

( j )% of the transformation matrixU
<

, Eq.
~2.5!, were obtained by the diagonalization of the (na1nb

1ng)3(na1nb1ng) dimensional Hamiltonian, Eq.~2.1!.
To make contact with realistic experimental conditions
‘‘propagation’’ of the initial doorway stateuā&, Eq. ~1.6!,
has to be modified. The unrestricted summation over the
lecular eigenstates in Eq.~2.6! was replaced by a sum over
restricted energy rangedE>50 cm21 of the order of the
spectral width of a short excitation pulse. Subsequently,
time dependence of the population probabilities, Eq.~2.8!,
was calculated. The input parameters for the simulati
were presented in Sec. III. The results of the quantu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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mechanical simulations will now be presented for the lim
of resonance (DGDB,0) and off-resonance (DGDB.0)
coupling.

A. Resonance DBA–D 1B2A coupling „DGDB < 0…

We consider the decay of a single doorway state, wh
corresponds to the electronic originua&5u0& of the DBA
manifold, into the two coupled D1B2A and D1BA2 quasi-
continua. As the density of states in the DBA manifold in t
vicinity of the doorway state is low, we disregard the reve
process D1B2A→DBA in the kinetic scheme~1.1!. Figure 4
presents the time dependence of the population probabil
PD(t), PB(t), andPA(t), Eq. ~2.8!, simulated for the energy
rangeDGDB52450–2150 cm21. The population probabil-
ity PD(t) of the doorway state decreases exponentia

FIG. 3. Spectral densities FD~a!, Eq. ~3.4!, for the lowest doorway stateua&
~i.e., the electronic origin of DBA!. ~a! Energy averaging over 1 cm21. ~b!
Energy averaging over 9 cm21.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5161M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
FIG. 4. Quantum-mechanical simulations of sequential ET. Time dep
dence of the population probabilitiesPD(t), PB(t), andPA(t), Eq.~2.8!, for
DGDB,0. Decay from the initialua&5u0& doorway state. The solid curve
represent the results of the simulation. The dashed curves represen
kinetic fit, Eq.~4.1!, of the simulated curves with the sequential rateskDB ,
kBA , and kAB summarized in Fig. 5. Simulations for a four-mode syste
~Sec. III!. Electronic couplingsVDB535 cm21, VBA525 cm21 and nuclear
couplingslDB5465 cm21 andlBA5930 cm21 with displacement vectorsD
specified in Sec. III.~a! DGDB52150 cm21. ~b! DGDB52250 cm21.
~c! DGDB52350 cm21.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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while the population probability for the buildup of the fina
D1BA2 quasicontinuum exhibits at short times aPA(t)
} t2 dependence, as appropriate for sequential kinetics. M
important, the population probabilityPB(t) of the mediating
D1B2A quasicontinuum exhibits a rise and fall towards
long-time saturation, as appropriate for a genuine chem
intermediate. The fluctuations in the simulated probabilit
reflect the features of the finite system used herein. Th
population probabilities can be well described by a conse
tive kinetic scheme, Eq.~1.1!, with the conventional kinetic
equations

PD~ t !5exp~2kDBt !,
~4.1a!

PB~ t !5a11a2 exp~2kDBt !1a3 exp@2~kBA1kAB!t#

with

a15
kAB

kBA1kAB
; a25

kDB2kAB

kBA1kAB2kDB
,

~4.1b!

a35
kDBkBA

~kDB2kBA2kAB!~kBA1kAB!
,

and

PA~ t !512PD~ t !2PB~ t !. ~4.1c!

The analysis of the dynamic data over a broad range
DGDB provided the rate constantskDB , kBA andkAB for the
sequential kinetic scheme~1.1!, which are presented v
DGDB in Fig. 5. No systematic deviations from the kinet
scheme, Eqs.~1.1! and ~4.1! were observed. From these re
sults we conclude that:

~1! The resonance doorway stateua&—quasicontinuum
$ub&% coupling, in conjunction with resonance coupling b
tween the two$ub&% and$ug&% Franck–Condon quasicontinua
results in a sequential chemical kinetics.

n-

the

FIG. 5. The energy-gap (DGDB) dependence of the sequential ET rat
kDB , kBA , and kAB from the electronic origin of DBA obtained from the
kinetic fit of the simulatedPD(t), PB(t), andPA(t) curves~Fig. 4!. Four-
mode system~Sec. III! electronic and nuclear couplings are marked on t
figure. The simulated rates~s! are compared with the calculated~—! quan-
tum mechanical rates, Eqs.~5.1!, ~5.2!, and~5.8!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5162 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
~2! The sequential kinetics for theua&–$ub&%–$g&% system
reflects the implications of the nearly random resonance c
pling between the Franck–Condon quasicontinua. It
known that in a random coupledua&–$ub&%–$ug&% system~with
haa850 and hbb850! sequential kinetics prevails.54 Our
analysis establishes that the coupling between Fran
Condon quasicontinua is close to random and gives seq
tial kinetics.

~3! Making contact with experimental reality we dem
onstrate that sequential kinetics prevails in the three e
tronic states DBA–D1B2A–D1BA2 system, which satisfies
two conditions:~i! DBA–D1B2A ~ua&–$ub&%! resonance cou
pling and~ii ! sufficiently high densities of states in the$ub&%
and $ug&% quasicontinua to insure nonradiative dynamics
the statistical limit. In particular, the time-dependent popu
tion probability of the intermediate D1B2A quasicontinuum
reflects the chemical mediation via a bridge.3,20,33–35

~4! Our simulations demonstrate that in th
DBA–D1B2A–D1BA2 system with DBA–D1B2A reso-
nance coupling sequential kinetics occurs even in the
sence of vibrational relaxation in the mediating D1B2A
manifold. This conclusion is in contrast with the analysis
Sumi and Kakitani,50 which rests on a different definition o
the sequential mechanism, and which implies that for re
nance coupling sequential ET is necessarily induced by ra
phonon-induced thermalization in the intermediate D1B2A
manifold. Our simulations reveal that for resonan
DBAua&–D1B2A$ub&% coupling the weakly correlated cou
pling between the Franck–Condon ‘‘bumpy’’ quasicontin
provides a phase erosion mechanism for the dynamics
sulting in the population of the D1B2A manifold, i.e., se-
quential kinetics without the need of intermediate dephas
processes.

Our simulations for the resonanceua&–$ub&% coupling
situation, which result in sequential kinetics~Fig. 4!, were
conducted for the regionDGDB<2150 cm21. For lower ab-
solute values of the~negative! DGDB energy gap, the densit
of states in the D1B2A $ub&% manifold is too low in our
four-mode system, so that the conditions for irreversible
cay in the statistical limit~Sec. III! are violated. This diffi-
culty stems from the intrinsic limitations of the four-mod
system used herein. The number of vibrational modes is
ited by the size~300033000! Hamiltonian matrix used in ou
simulations. For realistic condensed phase or molecular
tems, where the number of vibrational degrees of freed
will be considerably higher and where low-frequency vib
tional modes contribute, the irreversible~sequential! dynam-
ics will prevail for higher values ofDGDB ~,0!.

B. Off-resonance DBA–D 1B2A coupling „DGDB>0…

We now consider the coupling of the single doorw
state ua&5u0& in the DBA manifold with the final
D1BA2$ug&% quasicontinuum, which is mediated by of
resonance superexchangeua&–$ug&% coupling with the DBA
manifold. The directua&–$ug&% coupling is considered to b
negligible. Figure 6 presents the time dependence of
population probabilities simulated for the energy ran
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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FIG. 6. Quantum-mechanical simulations of superexchange ET. Time
pendence of the population probabilitiesPA(t), PB(t), and PD(t), Eq.
~2.8!, for DGDB.0, with decay from the initialua&5u0& doorway state.
Simulations for a four-mode system~Sec. III!. Electronic couplingsVDB

5100 cm21 andVBA5250 cm21 and nuclear couplingslDB5465 cm21 and
lBD5930 cm21, with displacement vectorsD specified in Sec. III. The solid
curves represent the results of the simulations. The dashed curves rep
the kinetic fit, Eq.~4.2!, of the simulatedPD(t) andPA(t) curves, with the
superexchange ratekSUPER summarized in Fig. 7.~a! DGDB550 cm21. ~b!
DGDB5250 cm21. ~c! DGDB5350 cm21.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5163M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
DGDB550– 450 cm21. The fluctuations in the populatio
probabilities just reflect the characteristics of the finite s
tem of na 1 nb 1 ng < 3000 states, and do not have a
physical significance. For the off-resonance couplings,
population probability of the mediating D1B2A quasicon-
tinuum is finite and small~e.g., PB(t50)<0.03, Fig. 6!,
decreasing with increasingDGDB ~at constantVDB , VBA!,
and remaining time independent~Fig. 6!. This minor con-
stant contribution ofPB(t) reflects the initial preparation
conditions of the nonstationary doorway stateuā& ~[u0&! of
DBA, which includes a contribution to the off-resonan
mixing of the D1B2A$ub&% quasicontinuum states, manifes
ing the finite energy width of the excitation pulse. Such fe
tures of the initial conditions for off-resonance coupling in
three electronic levels system were previously noted.46,47

The population probabilitiesPD(t) andPA(t) of the ini-
tial DBA doorway state and the final D1BA2 quasicon-
tinuum, respectively, exhibit an exponential decrease
PD(t) and an exponential increase ofPA(t). The population
probabilities can be well described by the direct kine
scheme mechanism, Eq.~1.2!.

PD~ t !5exp~2kSUPERt !, ~4.2a!

PA~ t !512exp~2kSUPERt !. ~4.2b!

The analysis of the simulations over a broad range ofDGDB

values~Fig. 6! results in the superexchange ET rateskSUPER

which are presented vsDGDB in Fig. 7. From this analysis
we conclude that:

~1! Off-resonance doorwayua&-quasicontinuum $ub&%
coupling, in conjunction with off-resonance$ub&%–$ug&% inter-
quasicontinua coupling results in superexchange unistep
netics.

~2! Making contact with experiment, we note that sup
exchange kinetics prevails for the three electronic states

FIG. 7. The energy-gap (DGDB) dependence of the superexchange ET r
kSUPERfrom the electronic origin of DBA obtained from the kinetic fit of th
simulatedPD(t) and PA(t) curves ~Fig. 6!. Four-mode system~Sec. III!
with electronic and nuclear couplings are marked on the figure. The s
lated superexchange rate~d! ~at eachDGDB.0! is compared with the
calculated~—! quantum mechanicalkSUPERrate, Eqs.~5.7! and ~5.2!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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tem, which satisfies the following conditions:~i!
DBA–D1B2A off-resonance coupling and~ii ! sufficiently
high density of states in the final D1BA2 $ug&% manifold to
insure ua&–$ug&% decay in the statistical limit. These simula
tions concur with the well-known features of superexchan
ET kinetics.6–19,35,41

C. Mode specific ET dynamics

Up to this point we have been concerned with the sim
lations of the time development of the initial doorway sta
which corresponds to the electronic origin of the DBA ma
fold. It is of interest to explore ET dynamics from othe
initial ua& doorway states. We have performed such simu
tions for theua&–$ub&%–$ug&% resonant coupling with a fixed
value of DGDB52150 cm21, climbing up the vibrational
doorway states manifold in the energy rangeEa

50 – 108 cm21. Figure 8 shows typical data for the time
dependent population probabilities, Eq.~2.8!, for different
initial doorway statesuā&. The dynamics for eachuā& is
sequential, being well represented by Eq.~4.1!. The depen-
dence of the lifetimestDA5(kDA)21 for the decay of the
doorway states manifold~Fig. 9! reveals a modest and ir
regularEa dependence withtDA decreasing by a numerica
factor of ;3.5 over this narrow energy range. A detaile
analysis of these mode-specific ET rates will be presente
Sec. V.

The simulations of the dynamics established the disti
ET mechanism, i.e., sequential or superexchange, for the
cay of a single vibronic level within the DBA manifold. Th
analysis of the simulations~Figs. 4 and 6! provided the ET
rates, i.e.,kDB , kBA , andkAB for the sequential mechanism
~Fig. 5! andkSUPER for the superexchange mechanism~Fig.

u-

FIG. 8. Mode-specific sequential ET dynamics~DGDB52150 cm21 and
0,Ea<108 cm21!. A four-mode system with frequenciesv1527 cm21,
v2535 cm21, v3575 cm21, andv45117 cm21, with the reduced displace
ments D and the nuclear coupling parameters specified in Sec. III. T
electronic couplings areVDB525 cm21 andVBA535 cm21. Quantum simu-
lations of PD(t), PB(t) and PA(t), Eq. ~2.8!, are given for three doorway
states:ua& 5u 5&@n1 1 n2# (Ea 5 62 cm21) ~---!, ua& 5u 6&@2n2# (Ea

5 70 cm21) ~....! and ua& 5u 7&@n3# (Ea 5 75 cm21) ~—!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5164 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
7!. These rates will now be confronted with microscopic E
quantum-mechanical rates calculated from the theory
nonadiabatic ET.

V. MICROSCOPIC ET RATES

A. Formulas

We shall provide explicit quantum-mechanical micr
scopic rate constants for the sequential kinetic scheme,
~1.1! and ~4.1!, and for the superexchange kinetic schem
Eqs. ~1.2! and ~4.2!. For the sequentialDGDB,0 mecha-
nism, the rate constants are given by35,58

kDB5~2p/\!VDB
2 FDDB~Eā ;Eā2DGDB!, ~5.1a!

kBA5~2p/\!VBA
2 AFDBA~Eā2DGDB ;Eā2DGDA!,

~5.1b!

kAB /kBA5rB~Eā2DGDB!/rA~Eā2DGDA!, ~5.1c!

whererB and rA are the densities of states in the D1B2A
and D1BA2 manifolds, respectively. For the coupling b
tween a single doorway stateuā& and the$ub&% quasicon-
tinuum, the nuclear contribution to the rate~5.1a! is given by
the Franck–Condon density,59 Eq. ~3.4!, i.e.,

FDDB~Ea ;Eb!5~dE!21(
b

u f ~a,b!u2. ~5.2a!

The b sum is taken over the quasicontinuum states in
energy rangedE aroundEā . For the$ub&%–$ug&% interquasi-
continua coupling the nuclear contribution to the rate, E
~5.1b!, is given by the average Franck–Condon density59

AFDBA~Eā2DGDB ;Eā2DDA!

5~NdE!21(
b

(
g

u f ~b;g!u2, ~5.2b!

where theg sum is taken over the quasicontinuum statesug&
within the rangedE around ub&, while the b sum is taken

FIG. 9. Mode-selective sequential ET rateskDB in the energy rangeEa

50 – 108 cm21 for a four-mode system specified in Fig. 7 withDGDB

52150 cm21. The simulatedkDB rates obtained from the analysis of th
results of Fig. 7~and similar data! are compared with the calculated rate
~d! using Eqs.~5.1a! and ~5.2a!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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over N states quasidegenerate withuā& in the energy range
dE. Finally, rA(Eg) andrD(Eb) in Eq. ~5.1c! are the den-
sities of states in the final D1BA2 and in the mediating
D1B2A manifolds, respectively.

Next, we consider the expression for the superexcha
kinetic scheme, Eqs.~1.2! and ~4.4!. For the superexchang
mechanism (DGDB.0) the rate constant is calculated fro
a perturbative scheme for the mediated coupling. The
proximate expressions for the superexchange coupling
obtained from the first-order mixing of the mediated D1B2A
$ub&% states into the doorway data DBAua&. The first-order
initial vibronic state~denoted byuã&) is

uã&5ua&1(
b

ub&
VDBf ~b;a!

Eb2Ea1DGDB
, ~5.3!

where f (b;a) denotes the vibrational overlap integral b
tween the corresponding states, Eq.~2.3!.60

The DBAuã&–D1BA2$ug&% coupling terms are obtaine
from Eqs.~2.10! and ~5.3!

^ãuHug&5VDBVBA(
b

f ~a;b! f ~b;g!

Eb2Ea1DGDB
. ~5.4!

We now invoke the average energy denominator
proximation, i.e., representing the energy gap in Eq.~5.4! by
an average valueEb2Ea5lBD2Ea , which corresponds to
thoseb vibronic state~s! with maximal f (a;b) vibrational
overlap. Using the completeness relation(b f (a;b) f (b;g)
5 f (a;g) one obtains

^ãuHug&>VDBVBA

f ~a;g!

DGDB1lBD2Ea
. ~5.5!

The superexchange ratekSUPERwhich appears in Eq.~1.2! is

kSUPER5~2p/\!(
g

u^ãuH< ug&u2d~Ea2Eg!. ~5.6!

Making use of Eq.~5.5! and of the definition of the average
spectral density59 one obtains

kSUPER5~2p/\!
VDB

2 VBA
2

~DGDB1lBD2Ea!2

3 FDDA~Ea ;Ea2DGDA!, ~5.7!

where the Franck–Condon densityFDDA is given by an ex-
pression analogous to Eq.~5.2a!. To complete the analysis
we require explicit expressions for the Franck–Cond
densities,59 which determine the magnitude of the sequen
rates, Eq.~5.1!, and of the superexchange rate, Eq.~5.7!.

In the calculation and analysis of the quantum mecha
cal microscopic ET rates, Eqs.~5.1! and~5.7!, we have taken
both sequential and superexchange rates to be nonadiab
i.e., kDB}VDB

2 andkSUPER} (VDBVBA)2. A sufficient valid-
ity condition for nonadiabatic dynamics pertains to the a
sence of interference effects in the decay of DBAua&
resonances.52 For dynamics in Franck–Condon quasico
tinua these interference effects are weak in view of the sm
though finite, correlations for$ua&%–$ub&% coupling~i.e., small
values of the majority of the correlationsuhaa8u! in the vi-
cinity of the electronic origin of the doorway state manifo
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TABLE I. Spectral densities.DGDA 5 2450 cm1 and DGBA 5 DGDA 2 DGDB . Vibrational frequencies
and reduced displacements are given in the text. TheFDDB andAFDBA data are given forDGDB , 0. The
FDDA is given for theDGDB . 0 data.

DGDB

cm21
FDDB(0, 2 DGDB)

1023 cm
AFDBA( 2 DGDB ; 2 DGDA)

1023 cm
rA /rB

2450 2.26 0.53 1
2350 2.12 0.71 1.88
2250 1.00 1.0 4.0
2150 0.43 1.5 12
50–450 FDDA(0,DGDA) 5 2.68 3 1024 cm •••
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$ua&% ~Sec. III!. A sufficient condition for the lack of inter-
ference is expected to be of the form52 (\/2)
3(kaka8)

1/2uhaa8u<\v, whereka andka8 are microscopic
decay rates for neighboring$ua&% states andv is a character-
istic frequency. Accordingly,kDBuhaa8u&2pcv @cm21# for
sequential ET andkSUPERuhaa8u&2pcv @cm21# for super-
exchange ET. These relations are reasonably well obeye
the simulated ET rates~Figs. 5 and 7! with the electronic
couplings used herein and with the characteristic frequen
in the rangev527– 115 cm21 ~i.e., 2pcv52.4– 11 ps21!.

B. Franck–Condon densities

These densities, Eq.~5.2a!, and averaged densities, E
~5.2b!, determine the ET rates, Eqs.~5.1! and ~5.7!. The
Franck–Condon densitiesFDDB (Ea ;Eb) for the sequential
rate kDA , Eq. ~5.1a!, and FDDA (Ea ;Eg) for the superex-
change rate, Eq.~5.7!, correspond to the coupling betwee
the doorway stateua& and the vibronic manifolds$ub&% at
$Eb%>Ea , or $ug&% at $Eg%>Ea , respectively. The Franck–
Condon densities, Eq.~5.2a!, were calculated using two ap
proaches:

~I! Using the results of a direct calculation of Franck
Condon integrals averaged over a small energy inte
(dE51 – 10 cm21), according to Eq.~5.2a!;

~II ! Using the saddle point calculations.61

The average Franck–Condon density between the
vibronic manifolds D1B2A$ub&%2D1BA2$ug&% at energies
Eb52DGDB andEg52DGDA were calculated as follows
For the first few vibronic states in the$ub&% manifold we used
a direct summation according to Eq.~5.2b!. When the two
manifolds are dense we used the classical approximatio59

AFDBA~Eb ;Eg!5
G~n!

~4plBA!1/2G~n21/2!

3
~2DGDB2EA!n23/2

~2DGDB!n21 , ~5.8!

wheren(54) is the number of the vibrational modes,lBA is
the reorganization energy andEA5(DGBA1lBA)2/4lBA is
the classical activation energy.

In Table I we present some data forFDDB ~Ea50; Eb

52DGDB! and AFDBA ~Eb52DGDB ; Eg52DGDA!
densities for the resonance coupling situation~DGDB

52450 to 2150 cm21! of Fig. 4 and forFDDA ~Ea50;
Eg52DGDA! for the off-resonance coupling situation o
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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Fig. 6. The values ofFDDB ~0; 2DGDB! decrease with de-
creasinguDGDBu, as expected for the normal domain of ET2

The AFDBA (2DGDB ;2DGDA) data correspond to vibra
tional overlap between high vibrational states in both qua
continua and their increase with decreasinguDGDBu can be
rationalized in terms of the semiclassical expression,
~5.8!. These spectral densities will be used for the calculat
of the microscopic rates.

C. Rates for sequential and superexchange ET

The quantum-mechanical microscopic rates for sequ
tial ET and for superexchange ET, given in Sec.~5 A!, were
used since the 1970’s for the analysis of experimental
data and for the quantification of ET dynamics.62 To assess
the reliability and accuracy of these microscopic rates
compare the ET rates calculated from Eqs.~5.1a!, ~5.1c!, and
~V.2! and from Eqs.~5.7! and ~5.2a! ~referred to as ‘‘calcu-
lated rates’’! with the corresponding results of the simul
tions based on the radiationless transitions theory of Sec
~referred to as ‘‘simulated rates’’!.

For sequential ET we compare in Fig. 5 the calcula
rateskDB , kBA , andkAB , obtained from Eqs.~5.1a!, ~5.1c!,
and ~5.2!, together with the data of Table I, with the simu
lated rates. The overall agreement is good. ForDGDB5
2450 to 2250 cm21 the agreement between the calculat
and the simulated ET rates is better than 20%, while for
lowest energy gapDGDB52150 cm21 the difference be-
tween the calculated and simulatedkDB is a numerical factor
of 2, originating from the fluctuations of the individua
Franck–Condon factors due to the relatively low density
states in the D1B1A $ub&% manifold in this case. For low
energy gaps (DGDB52150 cm21), the calculated and the
simulated microscopic ET rates from mode selected ini
doorway states~Fig. 9! differ by a numerical factor of&2.
This discrepancy reflects again the limitations of our fo
mode model for low-energy gaps, which will be removed~in
principle! by incorporating a large number of~low-
frequency! vibrational modes. Some other features of the
quential kinetics are confirmed by comparison between
calculated and the simulated ET rates. By changing the e
tronic coupling strengths we find that for the simulated ra
kDB } VDA

2 andkBA } VBA
2 , in accord with Eqs.~5.1a! and

~5.1b!, while changing the ratiorA /rB of the densities of
states we find the asymptotic long-time ratioPA(`)/PB(`!
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5166 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
5rA /rB , in accord with Eq.~4.1c!. We conclude that the
nearly quantitative agreement between the calculated mi
scopic rates and the simulated results confirms the gen
features of sequential ET~and other nonradiative! dynamics
in the Franck–Condon system with two quasicontinua.

For a superexchange ET rate, calculated from Eq.~5.7!
and Table I, the agreement between the calculated and
simulatedkSUPER rates is good within 10%–40%~Fig. 7!.
The deviation between the simulated and the calcula
kSUPER ~Fig. 7! is larger ~20%–40%! for small values of
DGDB 5 50– 250 cm21 ~whereDGDB,lDB! reflecting the
limitation of the average energy denominator approximati
For larger values ofDGDB ~350– 450 cm21, i.e., DGDB

; lDB! the calculated data converge to the simulated va
The approximate average gap (DGDB) dependence of the
simulated superexchange ratekSUPER}(DGDB1lDB)22 is
well obeyed by the data~Fig. 7!, in accord with Eq.~5.7!.
The variation of the electronic coupling terms reveals that
the simulationskSUPER} (VDBVBA)2, as expected from Eq
~5.7!. It is instructive to note that Eq.~5.7!, which rests on
the mean energy denominator approximation, provides a
sonably good description of the ET dynamics.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have been concerned with ET from a single DBAuā&
doorway state in the three electronic sta
DBA–D1B2A–D1BA2 system, determining the energet
control of sequential vs superexchange ET. Simulations
ET dynamics established that ET dynamics from a sin
doorway vibronic level, which corresponds to the electro
origin of the DBA manifold, over a broad range ofDGDB

values, corresponds either to the sequential (DGDB,0) or to
the superexchange (DGDB.0) mechanism. For the supere
change mechanism, the fate of the final states in the D1BA2

quasicontinuum~i.e., the subsequent decay! is irrelevant, as
the densityrA of final states is sufficient to insure irrever
ible nonradiative relaxation. For the sequential mechani
the nature of the ET dynamics is also invariant with resp
to dephasing processes within the mediating D1B2A quasi-
continuum, reflecting the characteristics of the~weakly cor-
related! coupling between the Franck–Condon quasic
tinua.

Our treatment rests on the exact diagonalization of
entire Hamiltonian of the system, without considering se
ration of the relevant system and the bath. In this context,
medium-induced vibrational relaxation and dephasing p
cesses are, in principle, in our formalism. From the point
view of general methodology, we do not claim that vibr
tional relaxation does not prevail in the mediating D1B2A
manifold, but rather that sequential mechanism does no
quire this process. In practice we treated a four-mode sys
while other degrees of freedom were not incorporated.
deed, a four-mode harmonic system is of sufficient size
provide the pertinent information on the ET mechanis
These other degrees of freedom are not explicitly includ
~in particular, low frequency medium modes! and can be
considered as a bath which will contribute to intrastate rel
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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ation and dephasing. In the context of the interplay betw
intrastate vibrational relaxation between differentua& states
in the DBA manifold and their nonradiative nonadiaba
interstateua&→$ub&%→$ug&% decay, the population probability
PD(t) has to be extended to incorporate microscopic no
diabatic rateska for different communicatingua& states. In
many cases of interest for femtosecond ET dynamics
excess energy (Ea) dependence ofka is weak, as is the
situation for activationless ET.59 A well-known example is
the activationless primary rate for ET from1P*BH in the
native bacterial photosynthetic reaction center.63 Under these
circumstances the effect of the intrastate relaxation in
initial DBA manifold is not important.59 Regarding addi-
tional hidden assumptions in our treatment, we note that
harmonic model employed herein retains the nature of
individual vibrational modes, while anharmonicity effec
will induce intrastate vibrational energy redistribution~IVR!.
IVR effects in ET were considered only in a phenomenolo
cal way59 and deserve further exploration.

To explore further the transition from the sequential
the superexchange ET from a single DBA(uā&5u0&) door-
way state, we focus on the energy gap (DGDB) dependence
of the decay time tD of the initial state, i.e., PD

5exp(2t/tD), wheretD5kDB
21, Eq. ~5.1!, for sequential ET

andtD5kSUPER
21 , Eq. ~5.7!, for superexchange ET. In Fig. 1

FIG. 10. The energy gap (DGDB) dependence of the decay time of th
doorway ua&5u0& state ~i.e., tD5kSUPER

21 for superexchange ET!. The fre-
quencies, electronic coupling, and nuclear coupling are marked on the fi
and presented in Sec. III. For sequential ET the results of both quan
mechanical simulations~s! and calculations~—! of kDB

21 are presented. For
superexchange ET,kSUPER

21 was calculated from Eq.~5.7! with the appropri-
ate electronic couplings@i.e., scaling the results of Fig. 7 by (VDBVBA)2#.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5167M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
we present the energy gap dependence oftD for the four-
mode nuclear parameters specified in Sec. IV, with the e
tronic coupling parametersVDB525 cm21 and VBA

535 cm21. The two branches of the energy-gap depende
~Fig. 10! correspond to the sequential and to the super
change ET. These nuclear parameters correspond to ac
tionless ET~at T50! for the lowestDGDB52450 cm21,
with decreasing theFDDB and increasingtD

SEQ (5kDB
21) in

the negativeDGDB domain. In the positiveDGDB domain
the increase oftD

SUPER(5kSUPER
21 ) with increasingDGDB re-

flects the contribution of the energy gap to the electro
coupling, while theFDDA is constant. The dramatic increas
of the ratestD

21 from the superexchange region (DGDB
SUPER

.0) to the sequential region (DGDB
SEQ,0), according to Eqs

~5.1! and ~5.7!, is given by

r 5~1/tD
SEQ!/~1/tD

SUPER!5
VDB

2 FDDB

S VDBVBA

DGDB
SUPER1lDB

D 2

FDDA

,

~6.1!

where on the rhs of Eq.~6.1! DGDB
SUPER.0. The ratios of the

Franck–Condon densities~Table I! are in the rangef
5 FDDB /FDDA 5 1.5– 8. The ratio of the decay rates f
the sequential mechanism and for the superexchange me
nism, Eq. ~6.1!, is r 5@(DGDB

SUPER1lDB)2/VBA
2 # f . Typical

values ofDGDB
SEQ52250 cm21 andDGDB

SUPER5250 cm21, to-
gether with the data of Fig. 10, result inr > 3 • 103.

Our model simulations, with the parameters used her
leave an undefined region~‘‘ignorance gap’’! in the range
DGDB52150– 50 cm21, where the nature of the ET mech
nism and the behavior oftD were not characterized. In th
negativeDGDB domain2150 cm21,DGDB<0 the break-
down of our simulation scheme reflects the~unphysical!
sparse level structure in the mediating D1B2A $ub&% mani-
fold, which will be amended in real life by the large dens
of ~low-frequency! vibrational modes. Holstein’s small po
laron theory1~a! implies thattD5kDA

21 for the degeneracy cas
DGDB,0 ~also at lowT!, where the first step in the seque
tial process involves tunneling withkDB5VDB

2 (FC)` , with
FC` being the appropriate Franck–Condon factor. For
positive gap (DGDB . 0) the superexchange coupling, e
pressed by the perturbative expression, Eq.~5.7!, will hold
when uVBDFC(0;Eb)u ! (Eb 1 DGDB), where FC is the
maximal value of the vibrational overlap between the do
way state and the D1B2A $ub&% manifold at vibrational en-
ergy Eb . For the typical parameters used here FC>1022,
and is VDB5250 cm21, the resulting inequality isDGDB

@2 cm21. We thus conclude that in a realistic model syste
the energetic control of ET prevails over a broad range
only in an extremely narrow energy domain aroundDGDB

>0 some deviations will be exhibited. For all practical pu
poses the characterization of the sequential rate, Eq.~5.1!,
for DGDB,0 and of the superexchange rate, Eq.~5.7!, for
DGDB@0, constitutes an adequate interpolation formula
the undefined region. This analysis also applies for the de
of a vibrationally excitedua& doorway state when the energ
gap DGDB is changed. These considerations can be rea
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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extended to mode-selective ET dynamics from a single
bronic stateua& in a system characterized by a small~fixed!
energy gapDGDB ~which is comparable to a vibrational fre
quency!. Defining a threshold doorway stateuā& whereEā

5 DGDB we then expect that superexchange ET will occ
for Ea,Eā and sequential ET prevails from vibronic leve
with Ea.Eā .

This brings us to the discussion of the paral
sequential-superexchange ET mechanism for the prim
charge separation in bacterial photosynthesis.35,58,64 For a
single doorway state the ET mechanism is either seque
~i.e., resonance DBA–D1B2A coupling! or superexchange
~i.e., off-resonance coupling! and no parallel sequential
superexchange mechanism prevails. However, for a sys
characterized by a fixed (DGDB.0) small energy gap~com-
parable to the vibrational frequencies! at a finite temperature
the thermally averaged rate for a microcanonical ensembl
the initial DBAua& states will result in the superposition o
both superexchange and sequential mechanisms for ET
different vibronic levels. These considerations provide jus
fication for the parallel sequential-superexchan
mechanism35,58,64advanced by us in the context of prima
ET in photosynthesis.

We would like to emphasize that our definitions of th
sequential vs the superexchange mechanism in terms o
population probabilitiesPD(t), PB(t), andPA(t), Eq. ~2.8!,
differ from that given by Mukamelet al.49 and by Sumi and
Kakitani.50 The basic difference between our approach a
that of Sumi and Kakitani50 can be realized by considerin
the following three distinct physical situations:

~I! Off-resonance DBAua&–$D1B2Aub&% coupling,
which induces unistep ET, without the population of t
$D1B2Aub&% manifold.

~II ! Resonance DBAua&–D1B2A$ub&% coupling, which
induces the population of the intermediate$D1B2Aub&%
manifold, with the prevalence of vibrational equilibration
the D1B2A$ub&% manifold.

~III ! Resonance DBAua&–D1B2A$ub&% coupling, which
induces the population of the intermediate$D1B2Aub&%
manifold, without vibrational thermalization in th
D1B2A$ub&% manifold.

We characterize situation~I! as superexchange ET an
situations~II ! and~III ! as sequential ET, in contrast to Sum
and Kakitani50 who attributed situations~I! and ~III ! to su-
perexchange ET, while situation~II ! was assigned to sequen
tial ET. Our physically transparent definitions and analysis
the sequential and the superexchange ET mechanisms
compatible with a long tradition in the areas of physic
chemistry and biophysics. Furthermore, our definitions
unistep superexchange and two-step sequential ET
bridges make contact with experimental reality. The inter
gation of the time evolution of the population of th
D1B2A$ub&% @without the distinction between situations~II !
and~III !# is currently accomplished by time-resolved femt
second pump–probe spectroscopy.65 To distinguish experi-
mentally by femtosecond spectroscopy65 between situations
~II ! and~III !, i.e., the thermally equilibrated D1B2A vibronic
manifold and this nonequilibrated manifold at the excess
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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5168 M. Bixon and J. Jortner: Electron transfer via bridges
brational energy of;500 cm21 ~as is the case for the nativ
photosynthetic bacterial reaction center35!, is a formidably
difficult task, which was not yet accomplished. The physi
situation of sequential ET~according to our definition! prior
to thermalization in case~III ! and in the intermediate situa
tion between cases~III ! and~II ! are of considerable interes
The issue of competition between ET and vibrational rel
ation in the initial and in the intermediate vibronic manifol
were alluded to in the context of primary ET in bacter
photosynthesis66 and deserve further exploration.

We would like to conclude with a comment on the d
tinction between the superexchange and sequential me
nisms of ET via bridges. Our definition of case~I! as super-
exchange and cases~II ! and ~III ! as sequential ET differs
from that of Mukamelet al.49 and of Sumi and Kakitani.50

To avoid semantic pitfalls, we hasten to emphasize that s
classifications are meaningful only provided that they
related to experimentally observable properties. Mukam
et al.49 who considered sequential ET proceeding via po
lation of the diagonal elements of the density matrix a
superexchange involving electronic coherence contribut
did not provide any predictions regarding the identificati
of the distinct superexchange and sequential ET mechan
via bridges, which can be confronted with experimental
ality. Sumi and Kakitani50 considered the distinction betwee
cases~II ! and ~III !, providing an analysis of some implica
tions of vibrational relaxation in the intermedia
D1B2A$ub&% manifold. It is still an open question whethe
these effects can be tested experimentally. Our distinc
between superexchange@case~I!# vs sequential@cases~II !
and ~III !# ET rests on the analysis of the total populati
probabilitiesPD(t), PB(t), andPA(t), Eq.~2.8!, in conjunc-
tion with quantum-mechanical calculations of the micr
scopic rates. Our apprach provides predictions on the foll
ing experimental observables for the primary cha
separation in bacterial photosynthesis:3,35,64,67

~i! Populations of distinct electronic states. Pump–pro
experiments67 give the time-dependent concentrations
DBA( PD(t)), D1B2A( PB(t)), and D1BA2(PA(t)). When
PB(t) and dPB(t)/dt are finite, the sequential mechanis
~according to our definition! prevails. In the global analysi
of the experimental kinetic data67 ~at all interrogation wave-
lengths!, no distinction was made between the thermaliz
and nonthermalized D1B2A$ub&% manifolds. Both situations
were considered as corresponding to sequential ET, in ac
with our analysis.

~ii ! The identification of the primary ion-pair state. Th
experimental interrogation of dichroic excitation spectra
the electric field modulated fluorescence yield from pho
synthetic reaction centers identifies the spatial orientation
the dipole moment of the primary ion pair.68,69This approach
provided a powerful method for the distinction between
two-step sequential ET~via D1B2A! and the unistep ET
~resulting directly in D1BA2!. For sequential ET the vecto
rial information is invariant with respect to the specific v
bronic states in the D1B2Aub& manifold, not distinguishing
between cases~II ! and~III !. This is again in accord with ou
definitions and analysis.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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